INTERWORKS EQ

SYSTEM

Sometimes
the simplest solution is the
smartest solution.
The Interworks EQ panel system provides
everything you need to set up workspaces,
without any of the usual hassles. Straightforward
components make it a cinch to understand,
plan, specify, install and reconfigure. Clean lines
and durable construction mean the system
looks as good years from now as it did the first
day it was installed. Plus, Interworks EQ
integrates with other innovative Kimball Office
products, so you can make a functional,
productive and visually coherent office, without
breaking a sweat.

sectional panels: fabric: Reflection Copper, Tuscany Chili; metal: Graphite
trim: Graphite
Footprint components
worksurfaces: laminate: Mission Sand with Sandstone edge
overhead storage: open shelf and receding door overheads: Sandstone
undersurface storage: flat profile, extended pull: Sandstone
seating: Xtreme, Cathedral York
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Improve the productivity
of people by improving
the productivity of space.
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With Interworks EQ, you can build workspaces that are
highly functional and won’t bust your budget, but will
still be interesting and inspiring to employees. With just
a few key components, including our innovative hinge

Snap in and plug in.
Interworks EQ features increased
data cable capacity and an
improved electrical system that
reduces installation time.
The top-channel has enough
capacity to lay in as many data
cables as required for today’s
high-tech work force. And you
can set up data and electrical
plug-ins at either the mid or
base wireway.

mid-wireway cover with duplex receptacle

power distribution assembly

connector, everything comes together quickly and simply
to make spaces that reflect hard work and great taste.

sectional panels: fabric: Reflection Gold;
metal: Platinum Metallic

And Interworks EQ is just as easy to take apart, manage and

Footprint components
worksurfaces: thermofoil: Antique White
storage: flat profile, dome pull: Platinum Metallic

put back together, to accommodate change and growth.

seating: Wish, Cathedral Stonehenge
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Make hard work a little
less difficult.

With Interworks EQ, you can make workspaces that
accommodate every job function, from welcoming
reception areas, to offices that let staff meet, greet,
strategize, confer and get more out of every hour of
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Build up, build out, build beautiful.
Panels present a slender 2” profile and come in a wide
range of heights and widths, along with new stacking
and sectional options. You can go from 18” wide by 34”
high, up to 60” wide and 80” high, to create any office
from open plan to semi-private in a single specification.
Panels are available in dozens of fabrics and clear glass
for dressing your offices up or keeping things casual,
while fabric-wrapped corner pieces add an elegant
finishing touch.

the day. A wide range of sectional and stackable panels
improve functionality, communicate professionalism
and express your company’s individual style.

sectional fabric panels: outside: Luster Flax; inside: Linen Paraffin
stackable panels: clear glass, Sandstone
trim: Sandstone
Footprint components
worksurfaces: thermofoil: Mocha
undersurface storage: flat profile, arc pull: Antique White with
Shenanigans Caper cushions; pulls: Platinum Metallic
table base: Platinum Metallic
seating: Bingo, Ebony
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The right tools for the job.

Spacious worksurfaces, places to put everything,
a comfortable chair – it’s all part of the Kimball Office
package. Start with Interworks EQ to create the form
from which function flows. Then complete your office by
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Dress it up.
Specify our new Petrahyde tiles to make a tailored,
professional statement in public places. Opt for a simple
fabric treatment in other areas. Whatever materials you
choose, Interworks EQ comes together with impressive
fit, finish and attention to detail.

selecting from our broad array of seating and Footprint
storage, desking, tables and tools that improve efficiency
and organization. Universal material options from
Kimball Office ensure continuity across the floorplan.

sectional panels: outside: Luster Flax; inside: Petrahyde Cream
and Repetition Almond
stackable panels: clear glass, Sandstone
trim: Sandstone
Footprint components
worksurfaces: thermofoil, Antique White
tapered leg: Paltinum Metallic
work tools: Antique White
seating: Wish, Spectrum Charcoal
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Stop by or stay awhile.

A range of panel heights and material finishes allow you
to create workstations for every functional requirement,
so anyone from managers to administrators, temporary
workers to salespeople, can get into the office and get
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Walls get to work, with Traxx.
Kimball Office’s exclusive Traxx allows you to mount
panels, storage, worksurfaces and tools directly to
building walls, giving you more planning flexibility
and making vertical space more efficient. Marker board
tile lets you keep the important information front
and center.

Traxx and marker board tile

down to work. Plus, Interworks EQ is designed for
ease of use and constructed for durability, making it
easy to reconfigure to accommodate growth
and change.

fabric panels: H2O Dew
tiles: marker board: Antique White
Traxx: Cinder
Footprint components
worksurfaces: thermofoil, Antique White
overhead storage: bevel profile, receding door overheads: Dark Chocolate
undersurface storage: flat profile, span pull: Dark Chocolate with
Route 66 Rock Cafe cushions
seating: Wish, Route 66 Mustang Corral
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It all comes together.

With Interworks EQ, ordering and inventory management is simplified.
Our unitized panels come standard with top cap, wireway covers, panel
hinges, glides and a carpet gripper. And Kimball Office also offers a quick
ship program that gets product out the door and on its way to you, fast.
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Make a better impression.
With Footprint worksurfaces, storage
and supports, you can design offices
to suit any style, satisfy any need.
Not only will you find desking in a
variety of shapes, but also a range of
pulls, profiles, edges and finish options
that fulfill functional requirements
and allow for plenty of creative
expression. Storage towers, especially
when they have open shelving at the
worksurface, keep binders, books
and files in sight and top of mind.

Everything within reach.
A simple load bar puts all kinds of
important items right at hand. Add
organizers, trays, sorters, shelves
and other accessories to lift papers,
files and everyday items off the
worksurface so it’s open and ready
for real work.

Be sure to check out the Kimball Office
website or call your dealer for detailed
information on all Footprint storage
and desking options as well as
lighting, accessories, Traxx and other
products that enhance Interworks EQ
and give you complete planning and
design flexibility.
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Sectional panel

8

Data port
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Glass or pass-thru tiles
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Stackable glass panel
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Fabric tiles
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Panel frame
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Power distribution assembly
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Expanded polystyrene core
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Mid-wireway jumper
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Fiberglass
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Mid-wireway cover
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Fabric
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Receptacle
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Tackable acoustical panel

Re-engineered for even more value.
Interworks EQ features several key enhancements that make installation
easier, improve function and increase design possibilities.
•
Electrical components are installed with a simple snap-in assembly and
jumpers between panels to reduce installation time.
•
Panels are made of an expanded polystyrene core, covered with fiberglass,
surrounded by an aluminum frame, and finished with fabric.
•
Sectional and stackable panels join our offering of standard tackable
acoustical panels, giving you more options to make an aesthetic statement.

Interworks EQ has achieved GREENGUARD® indoor air

Think beyond the cube.

quality certification for EQ tackable acoustical panels

Our flexible hinge is a single,

and stackable glass panels, which means choosing

universal part that lets you join

Interworks EQ can help contribute to LEED-CI points for

panels at 90, 120 or 180 degrees,

indoor air quality.

in one easy step. Let your
office cluster take on a whole
new shape.
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A place that works for you.

e -magine it with Interworks EQ.
To help you plan, specify and visualize
your new offices, ask your Kimball Office
representative to bring it to life with our
e-magine software. You can review finishes,
floorplans and more.

CAD Details from Kimball Office makes
design easy. Just go to our website,
and you’ll find furniture symbols that can
simply be dragged and dropped into your
CAD-based program. Inspiration, in the
form of floorplans, renderings and product
photos is also available.

www.kimballoffice.com

cover product specifications:
sectional panels: Repetition Almond and Petrahyde Cream
glass stackable panels: clear glass, Sandstone
trim: Sandstone

A unit of Kimball International
1600 Royal Street, Jasper, Indiana 47549
800.482.1818

Our commitment to sustainability.
Due to the limitations of the printing process, printed colors may vary
from actual finish samples. Product details and other data are subject
to change without notice. Your Customer Service Team will be happy to
answer any questions you may have.
© 2007 Kimball International, Inc. Form No. BRSYIW Ver. 07. Printed in USA.

Kimball Office and our parent company Kimball International have a long-standing commitment to sustainable
practices in all of our operational, design and manufacturing procedures. This commitment is reflected in a wide
range of management decisions, from using scrap lumber and sawdust to heat our buildings, to making wise material
choices, building durable products that can be reconfigured and upgraded, and working with voluntary organizations
such as the Green Building Council, which is dedicated to education and promotion of sustainable building practices.
At Kimball Office, sustainable practices not only make good sense, they make good business.

